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EDUCATION — HONOURS
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(Educational Thought of Great Educators)

Full Marks : 65

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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[ English Version ]

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
1. Answer the following questions : 2×15

(a) Who gave the idea of a state-controlled system of education and why?

(b) Name three famous educators whose object-lesson method was applied by Sister Nivedita in her
educational system.

(c) What is the fundamental idea of Rousseau’s Theory of Natural Consequences?

(d) Name the school established by Begum Rokeya for the education of girls. When and where was
it established?

(e) What is ‘psychological moment’ according to Montessori?

(f) What is the primary function of University education according to Dr. RadhaKrishnan?

(g) Who wrote ‘How Gertrude Teaches Her Children’? What is it about?

(h) What is the full form of EPL?

(i) Define Education according to Dewey.

(j) What are the four main principles of Tagore’s educational philosophy?

(k) What is ‘Conviviality’?

(l) Why is concentration given importance in Swami Vivekananda’s educational thought?

(m) What is the aim of education according to Gandhiji?

(n) What is ‘man-making education’?

(o) Write the name of two books written by Begum Rokeya.

2. Answer any three of the following questions :

(a) State the aims of education according to Sister Nivedita. In this context, discuss the methods of
education suggested by her. 4+6

(b) Explain how Tagore’s educational thoughts were influenced by Naturalism, with special reference
to his concepts of teaching methods and discipline. 5+5
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(c) What are the main recommendations of Ivan Illich about curriculum and educational institutions?
5+5

(d) Compare the educational thoughts of Rousseau and Pestalozzi. 10

(e) Discuss the stage-wise educational system as proposed by Plato. 10

(f) Describe Dewey’s methods of education. According to him, what should be the role of teacher in
this context? 6+4

3. Write a short note on Begum Rokeya’s contribution in social reforms. 5


